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Lease accounting is in the spotlight 

Off-balance sheet arrangements have long been the concern  

of accounting regulators – and economic consequences related to 

these items (i.e. Enron) have prompted regulators around the globe 

to develop standards that increase transparency in financial reporting. 

 Operating leases are also considered off-balance sheet obligations. 

As a result, the replacement of lease accounting continues to be a 

priority for the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB – which 

sets US standards) and the International Accounting Standards Board 

(IASB – which sets standards for all IFRS-regulated countries). In March 

2009 these Boards issued a discussion paper called “Leases: Preliminary 

Views” which outlined the proposal for a new global lease accounting 

standard.

 The proposed standard would require the replacement of all 

operating leases with capital lease accounting, triggering a shift 

of billions of dollars to balance sheets across North America. It 

is estimated that 70% of the lease value to be capitalized involves 

commercial real estate. The end result of a change of this magnitude 

will be a vast shift rippling through financial reporting, processes and 

metrics across all US and global industries.

 This Business Briefing examines the impact on users of commercial 

space of the proposed accounting change aimed to take effect in 2012. 
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GETTING A HANDLE ON THE PROPOSED CHANGES

Recommendations outlined in the March discussion paper, “Leases: Preliminary Views” include:

Replacement of all “operating leases” with “capital leases” – under the “right of use” model•	

Application of standard to all lease agreements (computers, equipment, automobiles, airplanes,  •	

real estate)
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No provision for a materiality threshold•	

Recognition of existing leases on transition date – no “grandfathering”•	

Recognition of “longest possible lease term that is more likely than not to occur” (considers all •	

relevant factors surrounding renewals)

Estimation of contingent rental arrangements•	

This brief focuses primarily on the lessee. More details are emerging monthly as the Standards 

Committee continues its deliberations. An Exposure Draft, which incorporates these decisions and 

the final recommendation for the standard, is scheduled for issue in 2010 in order to meet the 2012 

implementation target. In the meantime, additional information is forthcoming on issues such as lessor 

accounting, sale-leaseback, executory costs and other areas not addressed in the initial paper. An old 

adage “the devil is in the details” springs to mind. Companies should seek more detail on the new 

standard as the discussions progress to ensure that it results in a measurement framework that can be 

practically applied.

SCOPE: WHAT DOES THIS MEAN TO ME?

Does the proposed accounting standard apply to your company? Does your company use US GAAP 

reporting? The reach of the new standard is vast – covering millions of lease agreements held by 

thousands of businesses in the US that report using US GAAP. As it is not multi-tiered, US GAAP is 

applied in the same manner to both public and private companies who report under these standards.

NEW STANDARD - PLANNING FOR CHANGE

Financial / Technical

Business Planning

Ratios

 • Balance sheets balloon 
 • “Rent” disappears . . . reclassified as depreciation and interest
 • NOI dips slightly in early years 
 • EBITDA – massive shift
 • Additional complexity – reporting / reconciliation

• Shift to capital approval process for leases
• NPV of obligation must be calculated
• Longer timeline for approval
• Capital available limited by:
 – Bank covenants / loan guarantees
  – Partnership agreements / other 

CapitaL Lease aCCounting: Leases classified as capital leases are treated as similar to the purchase of the underlying 
asset. Both the full value of the new asset and the new debt obligation are added to the balance sheet at the beginning of 
the lease.

• More volatility in ratios (interest coverage)
• Debt / equity ratios

the proposed lease 
accounting standard 
would require the 
replacement of all 
operating leases 
with capital lease 
accounting, triggering 
a shift of billions of 
dollars to balance 
sheets across north 
america.
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Private companies in the US using GAAP constitute an enormous business community (estimated at 

almost 1 million entities) that would have to implement this standard. This is a magnitude approaching 

50 times the number of public companies. The number of companies affected and the volume of leases to 

be converted present problems of technical resource capacity (in addition to complexity) in order to meet 

the anticipated timeline.  

The new standard would apply to all publicly traded companies regardless of jurisdiction. However, in 

2009 IFRS (International Financial Reporting Standards) issued a separate set of standards for private 

companies in the EU and abroad that retain operating lease accounting rules, called IFRS for SMEs. 

As a result, private companies in the US that report under US GAAP standards may find themselves 

in the unique position of being in the only reporting jurisdiction in the world that requires private 

companies to capitalize leases. There would be further confusion for private US companies if a menu of 

GAAP options emerge (i.e. IFRS for SMEs adoption in the US).

 
IMPLEMENTATION PHASES:  LONG AND WINDING ROAD

A timeline of activities until the expected 2012 implementation is outlined below – listing key 

components of each phase. Regardless of the 2012 timeline, the effect of the proposed change will be 

felt much earlier as the new standard does not provide for the “grandfathering” of any existing lease 

obligations on the transition date. As a result 2010 and 2011 lease negotiations could end up on the 

balance sheet in 2012.  Measurement of the effect must consider both existing and future obligations. 

TARGETED PHASES FOR IMPLEMENTATION OF STANDARD  

Phase 1
Discussion/decision 
 through July 2010

Phase 2
Transition

July 2010 through 1/1/2012

Phase 3
Ongoing from

2012

Monitoring evolving standard

Formal exposure draft due  
summer 2010

Comment period ended 7/2009  
– two thirds of respondents  
supported direction

Minimal response given scope of 
standard

 290 letters – only 30% US origin

Decisions on real estate portfolio may be delayed  
during transitional measurement period

No grandfathering existing leases.• 
Review of existing lease obligations necessary.• 
Forecast short and long term occupancy  • 
requirements.
Recalibrate financial statements for new metrics. • 
Renegotiate debt/agreement covenants where necessary.• 
Integrate into capital approval processes.• 
Review expense budget processes.• 
Modify internal reporting.• 
Identify tax and treasury planning processes.• 

Update business processes, reporting, 
approvals and agreements as needed

Ongoing monitoring 
of obligations and  

covenants

private companies in 
the us that report 
under us gaap 
standards may find 
themselves in the 
unique position of 
being in the only 
reporting jurisdiction 
in the world that 
requires private 
companies to 
capitalize leases.
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COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE & THE CAPITAL LEASE: PREDICTIONS

As details of the proposed standard emerge, many wonder what consequences may arise relative to the 

commercial real estate industry. Businesses will need to review the financial impact of the standard 

closely and react in a manner appropriate for their particular real estate portfolio. Companies will seek 

transaction structures that result in the best financial results for their organization. And commercial 

brokerage will want to ensure that future arrangements fit the new strategies.

The following are some of the commercial real estate issues that might arise, taking into account changes 

to both strategic direction and administrative responsibilities associated with the new standard:

NO GRANDFATHERING OF EXISTING LEASE OBLIGATIONS: 1. Financial ratios will shift 

Day 1 of the transition, so the measurement of current and forecast obligations will be required in 

advance of the standard. All remaining lease obligations on the transition date will be capitalized  

as a “right-of-use” asset.

LONGER APPROVAL CYCLE FOR NEW LEASES - 2010/2011:2.  Businesses may want to 

understand the economic impact for new obligations. More details are needed to complete the 

review of real estate portfolios.

LEASE TERM DRIVES MEASUREMENT OF NEW OBLIGATION:3.  Businesses will seek 

transaction structures that minimize capital obligations. Shorter lease terms reduce the “right-

of-use” asset and obligation recorded. The recognized lease term would be the longest possible 

lease term that is more likely than not to occur. All relevant factors must be considered, including 

renewal options.

PORTFOLIO EVALUATION TO OPTIMIZE FINANCIAL METRICS:4.  Businesses may 

consider restructuring their commercial real estate portfolios. Where appropriate, lease versus 

acquisition opportunities might be explored; lease renewal & termination dates will be integrated 

into the forecasting cycle earlier. The effect will be uneven across industries and corporations.

CAPITAL APPROVAL PROCESS:5.  Capital approvals will be necessary for both new obligations 

and the renewal/recast of existing lease obligations. 2010/2011 approvals would have both expense 

and capital components. Businesses may have a limit on capital funds available or set IRR targets  

for internal requests.

MEASUREMENT:6.  The measurement of the lease obligation will likely be more onerous due to the 

definition of components: i.e. NPV of funds, discount rate, determination of “more likely than not” 

term and estimation of contingent items.  Additionally, there is a requirement for remeasurement at 

each reporting period based on facts and circumstances.

businesses will 
need to review the 
financial impact of 
the standard closely 
and react in a 
manner appropriate 
for their particular 
real estate portfolio.
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EBITDA SHIFT: 7. Businesses will need to change internal budgeting and tracking systems for 

commercial lease obligations as “rent” disappears and is replaced with interest and amortization. 

Internal and external EBITDA targets will require recalibration.

COVENANTS:8.  Financial ratio and debt covenants in all agreements will need to be evaluated 

against the new standard – and recalibrated if they trigger breach of covenants. Renewals and recast 

agreements may require bank approval as additional debt. “Frozen GAAP” and “Rolling GAAP” 

definitions require different resolutions.

EDUCATION:9.  The scope of  change is profound. The new standard would replace 30-plus years 

of technical knowledge held by business managers. Competency in the new standard will be vital 

for all management and decision makers. 

CAPITAL LEASES PRIMER

What is a capital lease?
A capital (financing) lease is a lease arrangement that is considered to be the purchase of an asset with 

corresponding financing offered under a defined contract. Both the full value of the new asset and the 

new debt obligation are added to the balance sheet at the beginning of the lease.

Why do companies care about capital leases?
Financial reporting, business processes and ratios change. Capital leases restructure both the balance 

sheet and the income statement; effectively, rent disappears!

Chart 1  |  INTEREST COVERAGE RATIOS

the graph illustrates the volatility of 
an interest Coverage Ratio under the 
proposed standard. 

Financial ratios are more volatile or 
degraded as a result of capital lease 
accounting.

EBITDA/Interest - New Standard EBITDA/Interest - Old Standard
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Financial reporting is the basis of measurement for business performance, and the new standard will 

dramatically effect how the financial statements are read. The interpretation of financial statements will 

be difficult if the new standard is not well understood due to the:

•	“Elimination”	of	rent	expense	as	it	relates	to	commercial	real	estate	

•		New	pattern	of	expense	recognition	shown	below

Implementation will have its challenges. Companies may see the massive restructuring of their financial 

profile at a time when their operating performance is under extreme scrutiny. Can investors, management 

and analysts adapt fast enough to determine whether changes are cosmetic or real economic events? It is 

essential that corporations, administrators and commercial real estate departments have a plan in place to 

prepare for the transition if the new standard is adopted.

CONCLUSION: MUCH ADO ABOUT NOTHING OR  
AN IDEA WHOSE TIME HAS COME?

Whether pro or con, few business managers will feel indifferent to the scope of a proposed change 

that transfers capital obligations approaching billions of dollars to balance sheets around the world, 

particularly at a time when the global capital system is stretched and strained under the pressure of  

the current financial crisis.

The next twelve months will be a time for education and evaluation for all stakeholders in the  

process.  Businesses with robust lease obligations or portfolios should use the 2010 window to outline 

the transition process for their companies. Covenant and business process restructuring could be 

extensive– and a delay in planning could lead to a logjam as the transition date approaches.

Chart 2  |  COMMERCIAL LEASE ExAMPLE - 10 yR NNN

this example assumes obligation for 
renewal term measured at end of initial 
lease. 

illustration of new standard Lease expense 
for sample Company. 

expense measurement declines over term 
with high step up on renewal. 

Mechanics move expense measurement 
“opposite” to cash flow over term – 
counterintuitive. 

Chart 6  |  HISTORICAL CAP RATES ON U.S. OFFICE PROPERTY VS.
 YIELD ON 10-YEAR U.S. TREASURY
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Cap rates 10-Year Treasury
1996 8.9% 6.4%
1997 9.0% 5.8%
1998 8.4% 4.7%
1999 8.2% 6.5%
2000 8.4% 5.1%
2001 9.7% 5.0%
2002 9.4% 3.8%
2003 8.8% 4.3%
2004 8.0% 4.2%
2005 7.4% 4.4%
2006 7.0% 4.7%
2007 6.5% 4.0%
Q1 2008 6.9% 3.5%

Cash Flow

Expense drops over term

the next twelve 
months will be a 
time for education 
and evaluation for  
all stakeholders 
in the process.  
businesses with 
robust lease 
obligations or 
portfolios should  
use the 2010 
window to outline 
the transition 
process for their 
companies. 
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The goal is transparency and decision-useful financial reporting. But the proposed shift is vast and 

complex. Could there be more transparency, but less understanding?  No one can predict with any 

certainty. The actual effect of the new standard on individual companies will vary widely depending on 

their relative size, level of leasing activity, reporting standards and current financial profile.  

What all companies have in common however, is the fact that the new standard, if adopted, will involve 

a total rewrite of lease accounting as it is currently understood – a complete overhaul.  It requires more 

than just learning a new set of rules. It involves setting aside technical knowledge that has been ingrained 

in the fabric of business management and business training for decades. New tricks for old dogs, indeed. 

While business leaders should understand that there is a strong mandate for this change both domestically 

and globally, they should also participate and give feedback when the Exposure Draft is issued in 2010. In 

this way they can ensure any concerns that exist are brought forward and integrated in the final standard. 

Given the alignment of the standard setters and the investment community on this issue, commercial real 

estate professsionals and business executives should not anticipate that this issue will go away. A more 

appropriate discussion would be “when” and not “if”.  

Early literacy in the new standard will be important for all real estate decision makers. Integration 

of the new standard into long-range portfolio decisions cannot begin too soon. As in all things, the 

planning cycle goes smoother the earlier it begins. Cushman and Wakefield will continue to monitor 

all developments in this area critical to the commercial real estate industry – to add value and assist our 

clients with transition to the new standard and long-range occupancy and portfolio planning.

APPENDIx I: BEFORE AND AFTER LEASE ACCOUNTING:  
BEHOLD. . .  TRANSPARENCy!

Below is a simple example to illustrate the effect of the new standard expense recognition on the net 

income of a “sample company”. Nothing has changed – just the reporting. It shows the increasing 

complexity of the proposed standard.  Instead of the traditional rent model, lease accounting turns into 

financial “micro-modeling” of the economic transaction.

FAS 13 - Current 12/31/12 12/31/13 12/31/14 TOTAL

  STMT OF PROFIT AND LOSS   

Straight Line Rent $2,065,154  $2,065,154  $2,065,154  $6,195,461 

NNN Operating Expenses $920,000  $947,600  $976,028  $2,843,628 

Expense in EBITDA $2,985,154  $3,012,754  $3,041,182  $9,039,089 

Depreciation $400,000  $400,000  $400,000  $1,200,000 

Total Expense in NOI $3,385,154  $3,412,754  $3,441,182  $10,239,089 

Deferred Rent Credit $3,178,487  ($141,518) ($207,719) $2,829,250 

FIRST THREE yEARS OF A SAMPLE TEN yEAR NNN LEASE OBLIGATION

cushman and 
Wakefield will 
continue to monitor 
all developments in 
this area critical to 
the commercial real 
estate industry – to 
add value and assist 
our clients with 
transition to the new 
standard and long-
range occupancy 
and portfolio 
planning.
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Cushman & Wakefield is known the 
world-over as an industry knowledge 
leader. through the delivery of timely, 
accurate, high-quality research reports on 
the leading trends, markets around the 
world and business issues of the day, we 
aim to assist our clients in making property 
decisions that meet their objectives and 
enhance their competitive position.
 in addition to producing regular reports 
such as global rankings and local quarterly 
updates available on a regular basis, 
cushman & Wakefield also provides 
customized studies to meet specific 
information needs of owners, occupiers 
and investors.

Cushman & Wakefield is the world’s 
largest privately held commercial real
estate services firm. founded in 1917, it has 
221 offices in 58 countries and more than 
15,000 employees. the firm represents a 
diverse customer base ranging from small 
businesses to fortune 500 companies. it 
offers a complete range of services within 
four primary disciplines: transaction 
services, including tenant and landlord 
representation in office, industrial and 
retail real estate; capital markets, including 
property sales, investment management, 
valuation services, investment banking, 
debt and equity financing; client solutions, 
including integrated real estate strategies 
for large corporations and property 
owners; and consulting services, including 
business and real estate consulting. a 
recognized leader in global real estate 
research, the firm publishes a broad array 
of proprietary reports available on its 
online knowledge center at
www.cushmanwakefield.com 

For more information about  
C&W Research,  contact: 

Margo McConnell, CPA 
director, global  
transaction consulting
cushman & Wakef ield of florida, inc.
direct 813.204.5353  
cell 813.846.5244
margo.mcconnell@cushwake.com

For more market intelligence and 
research reports, visit Cushman & 
Wakefield’s Knowledge Center at  
www.cushmanwakefield.com  

published by corporate communications 
© 2010 cushman & Wakefield, inc.  
all rights reserved. 
cushman & Wakefield, inc.  
1290 avenue of the americas 
new york, ny 10104-6178

this report has been prepared solely for 
information purposes. it does not purport to 
be a complete description of the markets or 
developments contained in this material. 

the information on which this report is 
based has been obtained from sources we 
believe to be reliable, but we have not 
independently verified such information and 
we do not guarantee that the information is 
accurate or complete.

New Standard 12/31/12 12/31/13 12/31/14 TOTAL

  STMT OF PROFIT AND LOSS   

Straight Line Rent 0 0 0 $0  

NNN Operating Expenses $920,000  $947,600  $976,028  $2,843,628  

Expense in EBITDA $920,000   $947,600  $976,028  $2,843,628  

Depreciation / Amortization $1,582,672  $1,582,672  $1,582,672  $4,748,016  

Depreciation - TI $150,000  $150,000  $150,000  $450,000  

Interest $1,107,870 $1,088,355 $1,014,571 $3,210,797

Total Expense in NOI $3,760,542   $3,768,627  $3,723,271  $11,252,441  

 

CAPITAL OBLIGATION  BALANCE SHEET    

  NPV of Rent Obligation 

Right Of Use Asset $15,826,720 $14,244,048 $12,661,376

Obligation to Pay Rent $15,826,720  $15,547,924  $14,493,878

  Unlinked approach to reduction of Asset and Obligation


